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Abstract

High doses of sodium salicylate (SS) have long been known to induce temporary hearing loss and

tinnitus, effects attributed to cochlear dysfunction. However, our recent publications reviewed

here show that SS can induce profound, permanent, and unexpected changes in the cochlea and

central nervous system. Prolonged treatment with SS permanently decreased the cochlear

compound action potential (CAP) amplitude in vivo. In vitro, high dose SS resulted in a permanent

loss of spiral ganglion neurons and nerve fibers, but did not damage hair cells. Acute treatment

with high-dose SS produced a frequency-dependent decrease in the amplitude of distortion

product otoacoustic emissions and CAP. Losses were greatest at low and high frequencies, but

least at the mid-frequencies (10-20 kHz), the mid-frequency band that corresponds to the tinnitus

pitch measured behaviorally. In the auditory cortex, medial geniculate body and amygdala, high-

dose SS enhanced sound-evoked neural responses at high stimulus levels, but it suppressed

activity at low intensities and elevated response threshold. When SS was applied directly to the

auditory cortex or amygdala, it only enhanced sound evoked activity, but did not elevate response

threshold. Current source density analysis revealed enhanced current flow into the supragranular

layer of auditory cortex following systemic SS treatment. Systemic SS treatment also altered

tuning in auditory cortex and amygdala; low frequency and high frequency multiunit clusters up-

shifted or down-shifted their characteristic frequency into the 10-20 kHz range thereby altering

auditory cortex tonotopy and enhancing neural activity at mid-frequencies corresponding to the

tinnitus pitch. These results suggest that SS-induced hyperactivity in auditory cortex originates in

the central nervous system, that the amygdala potentiates these effects and that the SS-induced

tonotopic shifts in auditory cortex, the putative neural correlate of tinnitus, arises from the

interaction between the frequency-dependent losses in the cochlea and hyperactivity in the central

nervous system.
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Introduction

Salicylate, the active ingredient in aspirin, is one of the most effective, inexpensive and

widely used antipyretic, analgesic and anti-inflammatory drugs. However, when consumed

in large quantities (6-8 g/day) (Myers and Bernstein, 1965) it induces temporary hearing loss

and tinnitus (Cazals, 2000; Day et al., 1989; Lobarinas et al., 2004; McFadden and

Wightman, 1983; McFadden et al., 1984a). Although, salicylate-induced cochlear

dysfunction is considered reversible in humans and in animals, recent reports suggest that

prolonged, high-dose treatments with sodium salicylate (SS) can permanently decrease the

neural output of the cochlea (Chen et al., 2010) and lead to neural degeneration in vitro (Wei

et al., 2010; Zheng and Gao, 1996). The severity of SS-induced hearing loss has been

closely linked to plasma salicylate levels (Cazals, 2000; Day et al., 1989); however, the

relationship between tinnitus and serum salicylate concentration is somewhat less

predictable, possibly due to the all or none nature of the phenomenon (McFadden et al.,

1984b). Because high doses of the drug reliably induce tinnitus, SS has been widely used to

study the perceptual, anatomical, behavioral and neurophysiological aspects of tinnitus in

animal models (Jastreboff et al., 1988b; McFadden et al., 1984a; Ochi and Eggermont, 1996;

Wallhausser-Franke et al., 2003). While salicylate and aspirin have long been known to

impair cochlear function (Stypulkowski, 1990), more recent studies indicate that it affects

many different parts of the central nervous system (CNS) (Bauer et al., 2000; Gong et al.,

2008; Lu et al., 2011; Mahlke and Wallhausser-Franke, 2004; Panford-Walsh et al., 2008;

Sun et al., 2009). Paradoxically, the functional impairments seen in the CNS differ in several

important ways from those seen in the cochlea. In the auditory periphery, SS depresses

cochlear sensitivity by reducing outer hair cell (OHC) electromotility (Kakehata and Santos-

Sacchi, 1996; Tunstall et al., 1995) and decreases the neural output of the cochlea. In

contrast, systemic treatment with a high-dose SS causes the auditory cortex (AC) to become

hyperactive in response to high-level sound stimulation (Lu et al., 2011; Sun et al., 2009;

Yang et al., 2007). These changes may be related to altered γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA)

and serotonin mediated neurotransmission in the CNS (Bauer et al., 2000; Caperton and

Thompson, 2011; Gong et al., 2008; Liu et al., 2003; Lu et al., 2011; Xu et al., 2005). In

addition, high-dose SS increased expression of c-fos, an activity-dependent protein, in the

AC, as well as several non-classical auditory regions (e.g., amygdala) associated with stress,

anxiety and emotion (Wallhausser-Franke et al., 2003). Over the past few years, we have

attempted to systematically evaluate the behavioral and physiological manifestations of SS-

induced tinnitus and ototoxicity and to integrate the physiological changes seen in the

periphery with those observed in the CNS.
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Results

Behavioral Measure of Tinnitus

At high doses, SS has long been known to induce temporary tinnitus in humans (Cazals,

2000; McFadden, 1982); therefore, researchers have used SS to validate their behavioral

models, establish drug dose-response relationships and test compounds that might suppress

tinnitus (Bauer et al., 1999; Jastreboff et al., 1997; Lobarinas et al., 2011; Lobarinas et al.,

2006; Panford-Walsh et al., 2008; Ruttiger et al., 2003). Some of the early behavioral

paradigms designed to assess tinnitus did so by comparing the performance of a control

group with a SS-treated group and were not suitable for assessing tinnitus in individual

animals (Heffner and Harrington, 2002; Jastreboff et al., 1988a). To overcome this

limitation, we developed a behavioral paradigm described previously that combined two

methods: schedule induced polydipsia and shock avoidance conditioning (SIPAC)

(Lobarinas et al., 2004; Lobarinas et al., 2011). Food restricted rats with free access to water

spontaneously begin to lick for water (polydipsia) by delivering a small food pellet once per

minute. Even though the rats were not thirsty, they lick for water while waiting for the next

pellet to arrive. Once a rat licked for water at a high rate (polydipsic), the licking behavior

was put under stimulus control by presenting 30 sec Sound intervals (noise or tones, 40 or

60 dB SPL, random order) followed by 30 sec Quiet intervals. Since licks occurring during

Sound intervals were paired with foot shock, polydipsic rats learned to lick for water during

Quiet intervals and to refrain from licking during Sound intervals. Data from a typical

SIPAC trained rat are presented in Figure 1A. During the first 8 days of baseline testing, the

rat licked at a high rate during Quiet intervals, but rarely licked during Sound intervals,

resulting indicating that the rat could discriminate between Sound trials and Quiet trials.

Treatment with saline on day 9 did not affect licking behavior during days 9-12 of baseline

testing. However, when the rat was treated with 350 mg/kg SS (i.p.), the lick rate during

Quiet intervals decreased dramatically and was comparable to that during sound trials. This

salicylate effect was measured twice (day 13 and14); each day, salicylate was injected 2

hours before the behavioral measurement. These results suggest that the rat was

experiencing a phantom sound during the Quiet intervals and therefore refrained from

licking. During the drug washout period, the lick rate during Quiet intervals recovered to the

prior baseline rate indicating an absence of tinnitus during the washout period.

SS Dose-Response Function

To determine the dose of SS that would reliably induce tinnitus, we monitored SIPAC

behavior in a group (n = 5) of Sprague-Dawley rats treated with various doses of SS or

saline as previously reported (Lobarinas et al., 2004). Figure 1B shows the mean (±SEM)

lick count during Sound intervals and Quiet intervals during daily 2 h test sessions. During

baseline testing, the lick count during Quiet intervals was high while the lick count during

Sound intervals was low, consistent with the absence of tinnitus. Lick counts in Quiet and

Sound intervals were unaffected by saline or 50 mg/kg SS. The 100 mg/kg dose of SS

caused a moderate, but non-significant decrease of licks in Quiet intervals compared to the

baseline. In contrast, the 150 mg/kg and 350 mg/kg dose caused a statistically significant

decrease in licks in Quiet intervals. Lick counts during Sound intervals remained largely
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unchanged across all conditions. These results as well as those of others (Ruttiger et al.,

2003) indicate that SS doses of 150 mg/kg or higher induce tinnitus-like behavior.

SS-Induced Hyperactivity

Tinnitus and sensorineural hearing loss (SNHL) (McFadden et al., 1984a) are often

accompanied by a rapid growth of loudness and hyperacusis (loudness intolerance) (Dauman

and Bouscau-Faure, 2005; Gu et al., 2010; Jastreboff, 2007). Among patients whose primary

complaint is tinnitus, roughly 50-75% has hyperacusis (Andersson et al., 2002; Baguley,

2003; Dauman et al., 2005). Conversely, among patients whose main complaint was

hyperacusis, 86% experienced tinnitus (Anari et al., 1999). While there is no widely

accepted procedure for assessing hyperacusis or loudness intolerance in animals, one metric

that may provide insights is the acoustic startle reflex, a sudden motor response to intense

acoustic stimuli (Blaszczyk, 2003; Davis et al., 1982; Ison et al., 2007). Figure 1C is an

example of acoustic startle reflex waveform elicited in a rat using a 115 dB SPL, 50 ms

noise burst as previously reported (Sun et al., 2009). The acoustic startle motor response was

assessed by placing the rat on a platform mounted on a piezoelectric transducer and

measuring the RMS voltage output during the acoustic startle reflex response (Sun et al.,

2009). Figure 1D shows the mean (±SEM, n = 12) amplitude of the acoustic startle reflex as

a function of intensity before and 1 h after treatment with 250 mg/kg of SS as reported

previously (Sun et al., 2009). The startle amplitude to broadband noise was elicited around

80 dB SPL and the amplitude increased with intensity. SS treatment resulted in a 5-10 dB

leftward shift of the input/output (I/O) function and an increase in response amplitude. At

100 dB SPL the startle amplitude 1 h post-treatment was nearly twice as large as pre-

treatment values. Saline treatment did not cause an increase in startle reflex (data not shown)

(Sun et al., 2009).

Acute Effects of SS on distortion product otoacoustic emissions (DPOAE)

DPOAE are believed to arise from the prestin-mediated electromotile response of OHCs in

combination with the +80 mV endocochlear potential (Liberman et al., 2002; Schmiedt et

al., 2002). High doses of SS inhibit the binding of chloride at the anion-binding site on

prestin thereby suppressing OHC electromotility (Santos-Sacchi et al., 2006); this leads to a

loss of cochlear amplification and a decrease in DPOAE amplitude (Liberman et al., 2002).

We have found that high doses of SS caused a frequency-dependent reduction of DPOAE

amplitude (Stolzberg et al., 2011). Figure 2 shows the acute reductions in DPOAE I/O

functions in 5 Sprague-Dawley rats treated with 300 mg/kg of SS (i.p.). Robust DPOAEs

were present at all 6 test frequencies (F2=6, 8, 12, 16, 24, and 30 kHz respectively) before

SS treatment. However, at 2 h post-treatment, DPOAE amplitudes had decreased

significantly at low frequencies (2F1-F2 ≤ 10.7 kHz) and high frequencies (2F1-F2 ≥ 20

kHz), whereas little change occurred at the mid-frequencies (2F1-F2 =16 kHz), a frequency

region previously associated with the pitch of salicylate-induced tinnitus (Ralli et al., 2010;

Yang et al., 2007). The mild reduction in mid-frequency DPOAEs surrounded by large

losses at low and high frequencies could alter the tonotopic organization in the CNS as

discussed below.
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Chronic Effects of SS on DPOAE

The peripheral auditory system, like other parts of the nervous system, can adapt and

compensate to long-term acoustic stimulation (Boettcher et al., 1992; Canlon, 1997). This

also appears to be true for chronic salicylate treatment (Chen et al., 2010; Yu et al., 2008) as

illustrated in Figure 3 which shows the effects of repeated salicylate treatments on DPOAE

amplitudes at three frequencies (F2 = 8, 12 and 16 kHz) with L1 = 60 dB SPL. Rats were

treated with 300 mg/kg/day SS for 4 days in the first period and for 4 days in the second

period with a 2 day break in between. Changes in DPOAE amplitude were normalized to the

DPOAE amplitude measured prior to starting the salicylate treatments (blue square). During

period 1 and 2, DPOAEs were measured 2 h post-SS; note the reduction of DPOAE during

period 1 and period 2 (open squares). Each salicylate treatment period was followed by a

rebound enhancement in DPOAE amplitude (red triangles); the DPOAE amplitude

enhancement was still observed at 70 post-treatment days (red circle), presumably reflecting

a sustained over expression of prestin (Yu et al., 2008).

Acute Effects of SS on Compound Action Potential (CAP)

The N1 amplitude of the CAP to tone bursts reflects neural responses from type I auditory

nerve fibers that contact inner hair cells (IHCs). Since high doses of SS can disrupt neural

function, we investigated the acute effects of a high systemic dose of SS on the CAP (Chen

et al., 2010; Stolzberg et al., 2011). Figure 4 compares the mean (n=5) CAP I/O functions

evoked by tone bursts (8, 16 and 40 kHz) pre- and post-SS (300 mg/kg, i.p.). The dashed

lines in Figure 4, A-D show a linear relationship between the logarithm of CAP amplitude

and sound level in dB SPL. The normal pre-treatment CAP-I/O functions (black open

circles) are nonlinear due to the cochlear amplification. After SS treatment, the I/O functions

were shifted to the right at low intensities by approximately 30 dB at 8 and 40 kHz (Figure

4, panel A, C) and by 20 dB at 16 kHz (Figure 4B). In addition, the CAP-I/O function

became linear (slope close to 1) at high-frequencies (slope=0.97, Figure 4C, 40 kHz, red

circles) and low frequencies (slope=0.75, Figure 4A, 8 kHz) indicating a nearly complete

loss of cochlear amplification. However, the 16 kHz I/O function remained nonlinear

(slope=0.58, Figure 4B) indicating that the cochlear amplifier was still functional at the mid-

frequencies. Thus, SS caused less impairment at mid-frequencies compared to low or high

frequencies consistent with the DPOAE results. These frequency-dependent changes may be

related to mid-frequency tinnitus reported previously (Yang et al., 2007).

Chronic Effects of SS on CAP

Chronic SS treatment does not damage sensory hair cells in vivo or in vitro; however, its

effects on auditory nerve function are unclear (Wei et al., 2010; Zheng et al., 1996). To

determine if chronic SS treatment could permanently reduce the neural output of the

cochlea, we recorded CAP from rats (n = 6) treated 5 days per week for 3 consecutive weeks

either with SS (200 mg/kg/d) or saline as described in detail previously (Chen et al., 2010).

The CAP-I/O functions were obtained four weeks after the last treatment. Figure 4D

compares the 16 kHz CAP I/O functions in a SS group versus a saline control group. Even

though the CAP-I/O function in the SS-treated group (red circles) was slightly smaller than

in the control group (black circles), nonlinear cochlear amplification was similar in both
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groups suggesting that the OHC and cochlear amplifier were still largely intact. Figure 4E

compares the CAP amplitudes as a function of frequency at 70 dB SPL. CAP amplitudes

were smaller in the SS-treated group than in the control group at low and high frequencies,

but were not much different in the mid-frequency region, consistent with the acute effects of

SS (Figure 4A-C). The reduced CAP amplitudes in the chronic SS-treated group are

indicative of long-term functional or structural damage to spiral ganglion neurons (SGN)

consistent with the reduced auditory brainstem response amplitudes observed after chronic

SS treatment (Chen et al., 2010).

Salicylate-Induced SGN damage

To determine if chronic SS treatment could damage SGN, we treated postnatal day 3 rat

cochlear organotypic cultures with SS for 48 h as described in detail in our earlier

publication (Wei et al., 2010). Hair cells were labeled with Alexa-488 conjugated phalloidin

(Invitrogen A12379, diluted by 1:200) and auditory nerve fibers and SGN were

immunolabeled with a monoclonal antibody against class III beta-tubulin and Cy3-

conjugated secondary antibody. The hair cells in the cultures treated with 1, 5 or 10 mM of

SS for 48 h appeared normal and comparable to those in the control group (Figure 5, A-D).

Mean (n= 5/group) cochleograms showing hair cell loss as a function of cochlear place were

obtained for the SS treated group and control group. There was little hair cell loss in either

group and no significant difference between groups as reported in detail in our earlier paper

(Wei et al., 2010). However, the number of auditory nerve fibers radiating out to the hair

cells decreased with increasing SS dose and many blebs and breaks were present on the

nerve fibers treated with SS (Figure 5A-D). The number of nerve fiber fascicles per 100 μm

width was significantly reduced from 22.7 in controls (n=4) to 14.6 in the 1 mM SS

treatment group (n=4) as reported previously (Wei et al., 2010). The cell bodies of the SGN

in control cultures were large and round whereas those treated with SS were smaller and

fewer were present. These results indicate that high doses of SS damage SGN, but not hair

cells, consistent with earlier findings (Zheng et al., 1996). Gene expression analysis and

caspase labeling indicated that SGN and nerve fiber degeneration occurred by apoptosis

(Wei et al., 2010). More recent in vivo results also indicate that SGN in adult guinea pigs

degenerate via caspase-mediated apoptosis after long term treatment with high doses of SS

(Feng et al., 2011; Feng et al., 2010). Taken together, these results indicate that SS treatment

not only causes damage to SGNs in the developmental stage but also in adult animals.

AC Hyperactivity

The preceding results show that high doses of SS decrease the neural output of the cochlea

and elevate CAP thresholds in a frequency dependent manner (Figure 4A-C). SS, however,

also readily crosses the blood brain barrier where it can reach concentrations as high as 1.4

mM (Jastreboff et al., 1986) and exert powerful effects on CNS metabolism (Liu et al.,

2003; Thurston et al., 1970; Wallhausser-Franke et al., 1996) and neurotransmitter systems

such as serotonin and γ-aminobutyric acid (GABA) (Akada et al., 2003; Bauer et al., 2000;

Wang et al., 2008). Interestingly, high doses of SS significantly increased c-fos expression in

AC suggesting that this region is one of several preferentially affected by SS (Wallhausser-

Franke et al., 2003). To evaluate the electrophysiological consequences of SS, we recorded

local field potentials (LFP), which largely reflect the pre-synaptic inputs near the recording
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site and the post-synaptic spike discharges of multiunit clusters from the AC before and after

administering 300 mg/kg (i.p.) of SS. SS significantly enhanced sound evoked activity in the

AC despite the fact that SS reduced the neural output of the cochlea. The AC amplitude

enhancement can be clearly seen by examining the LFP in response to noise bursts (Figure

6A). Consistent with our previous results (Lobarinas et al., 2006; Sun et al., 2009; Yang et

al., 2007), SS induced a threshold shift of approximately 20 dB SPL in agreement with the

CAP data in Figure 4. Paradoxically, the amplitude of the LFP increased at a faster than

normal rate so that at 80 dB SPL or greater the AC response was larger than normal. SS

treatment causes the AC to become hyperactive at high intensities in awake animals or

animals that are anesthetized with ketamine and xylazine (Lobarinas et al., 2006; Sun et al.,

2009; Yang et al., 2007). Some mechanistic insights have been gleaned from pharmacologic

interventions. Systemic treatment with baclofen, which increases GABAB-mediated

inhibition, vigabatrin, which increases GABA neurotransmitter concentrations, and

isoflurane anesthesia, which increases GABA-mediated inhibition, suppressed the SS-

induced enhancement of the sound-evoked AC amplitude enhancement (Lu et al., 2011).

Taken together, these results suggest that the sound-evoked hyperactivity in the AC after SS

treatment may be due to a reduction in GABA-mediated inhibition.

AC Tonotopy

In earlier pharmacologic studies, we showed that iontophoresis of bicuculline, a GABAA

receptor antagonist, into AC decreased single neuron thresholds and expanded the excitatory

response area (Wang et al., 2002). These observations and others suggest that considerable

spectral integration occurs in the AC from horizontal interconnections that bring together

acoustic information from remote frequencies (Eggermont and Roberts, 2004; Kaur et al.,

2005; Metherate et al., 2005). Under normal conditions, potent GABAergic circuits suppress

information from remote frequencies in order to maintain sharp tuning at the neuron's

characteristic frequency (CF). When we administered SS systemically to rats under

ketamine/xylazine anesthesia, we observed striking changes in tuning and threshold

primarily in low-CF and high-CF AC neurons; much smaller changes were seen in mid-

frequency (10-24 kHz) neurons as previously reported (Stolzberg et al., 2011). Figure 6B-C

shows the tuning curves of 8 AC multiunit clusters before and 2.5 h after SS treatment (300

mg/kg). The CFs of neurons below 10 kHz and above 20 kHz shifted their CFs into the

10-20 kHz range (shaded area, predicted tinnitus pitch). In contrast, neurons with CFs

between 10 and 20 kHz showed little change in CF; however, their tuning curves became

wider at suprathreshold levels. The migration of low and high CF units towards the 10-20

kHz regions presumably results from an interaction between certain features of the

peripheral losses (Figures 3-4) and central factors: (1) AC neurons receive excitatory inputs

from a broad range of frequencies, but inhibition in the AC normally narrows the excitatory

response area. When SS is applied to brain slices from AC, it reduces inhibitory post-

synaptic currents (Wang et al., 2006) and selectively reduces current-evoked firing in fast-

spiking GABAergic AC neurons (Su et al., 2009). Therefore, we speculate that when SS

reaches the AC in vivo, it reduces GABAergic inhibition thereby permitting some AC

neurons to respond to a broader range of frequencies. (2) Because SS produces a frequency-

dependent loss of cochlear sensitivity that is greatest at low and high frequencies but least at

the mid-frequencies (Figure 2 and 4), we hypothesize that disinhibited low-CF and high-CF
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neurons shift their CFs into the mid-frequency range where there is less hearing loss

(Stolzberg et al., 2011). The net result is that there are now more AC neurons tuned to the

mid-frequencies where the tinnitus pitch from SS has been measured with several different

behavioral paradigms (Brennan and Jastreboff, 1991; Kizawa et al., 2010; Yang et al.,

2007).

AC Circuitry

Recent in vitro studies indicate that SS produces dissimilar effects on the current-evoked

firing of neurons located in different layers of AC (Su et al., 2009). These results suggest

that high doses of SS may induce layer specific electrophysiological changes within the

microcircuitry of primary AC (A1). A1, like most neocortical tissue, contains a

heterogeneous population of neurons arranged in roughly six horizontal, interconnected

layers (Prieto et al., 1994; Winguth and Winer, 1986). One method used to detect changes in

the microcircuitry activation patterns across different cortical layers is to apply current

source density (CSD) analysis to sound-evoked LFPs recorded by electrodes positioned at

different cortical layers (Happel et al., 2010; Kaur et al., 2005). CSD analysis significantly

improves the spatial localization of neural activity by taking into account field potentials on

neighboring electrodes. CSD maps (Figure 7, left) reveal sinks (gSk and sSk), representing

the depolarization of neurons, and sources (dark blue), reflecting passive repolarization and

possibly the active inhibition of neurons.

To determine if high doses of SS would significantly alter the temporal and spatial

properties of the CSD generated in A1, we used a 32 channel, linear microelectrode array to

record the LFPs generated in different layers of the AC pre- and post-SS treatment; the

methods and the results of this study are described in detail in a recent publication

(Stolzberg et al., 2012). The primary effects of systemic SS treatment (250 mg/kg, i.p.) were

significantly enhanced activation (indicated by increased thickness of the vertical green

arrow in Figure 7B vs. 7A) of the granular layer (granular sink, gSk) and even greater

activation (indicated by increased thickness of left and right horizontal green arrows in

Figure 7B vs. 7A) of supragranular layers (supragranular sink, sSk) of A1. The amplitude of

gSk primarily reflects activation of dendrites within granular layers of A1 arising from

thalamocortical projections originating in the ventral medial geniculate body (MGB) of the

thalamus. The sSk primarily reflects activation of dendritic arbors of infragranular

pyramidal cells that receive input from intracortical horizontal fibers that play a major role

in spectral and temporal integration occurring within the cortex (Happel et al., 2010; Ojima

et al., 1991; Ojima et al., 1992). Following systemic SS treatment, we found that the

supragranular response to broadband noise bursts exhibited a significantly shorter latency to

its peak amplitude and the supragranular response amplitude (sSk) was significantly

enhanced relative to baseline recordings. The supragranular response was enhanced to such

an extent following SS that it was often greater than the granular sink response at high sound

stimulus levels (80 and 90 dB SPL) (Stolzberg et al., 2012). The results from CSD analysis

indicate that much of the enhanced sound-evoked response recorded from AC following

systemic SS treatment has primarily intracortical origins. These results support the

hypothesis that inhibition within A1 is compromised during SS-induced tinnitus (Eggermont

et al., 2004). We further speculate that the intracortical gain enhancement may result in the
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recruitment of higher cortical areas and/or extralemniscal structures during tinnitus and/or

hyperacusis (Stolzberg et al., 2012).

Medial Geniculate Body

Although SS readily enters the brain, its effects vary substantially across regions of the

CNS. High doses of SS produced little c-fos labeling in most auditory nuclei in the

brainstem and midbrain, but sometimes increased c-fos in the MGB (Wallhausser-Franke et

al., 2003) suggesting that this region might also be affected by SS. To test this hypothesis,

we made preliminary measurement of the LFP from the MGB before and after administering

SS (300 mg/kg, i.p.). Figure 8A shows LFP amplitude as a function of noise burst intensity

pre- and 2 h post-SS. The threshold of the LFP was approximately 30 dB SPL prior to SS

treatment. Two hours post-SS, the threshold had increased to 50 dB SPL, a threshold shift of

roughly 20 dB, similar to the threshold shift of the CAP (Figure 4) and AC LFP (Figure 6).

Although SS increased threshold and decreased LFP amplitudes at low intensities, the

response increased rapidly with sound level such that LFP amplitude was roughly 30%

greater than normal at 100 dB SPL. Preliminary recordings were also obtained from

multiunit clusters in the MGB. Figure 8B shows the discharge rate of a multiunit cluster

plotted as a function of frequency using tone bursts (50 ms) presented at 60 dB SPL. The

discharge rate vs. frequency plot at 60 dB SPL (Figure 8B) shows that the post-SS firing rate

was higher than Pre-SS; i.e., the multiunit cluster was hyperactive over a broad range of

frequencies after SS treatment. Figure 8C shows the threshold vs. frequency plots for this

multiunit cluster before and 2 h post-SS. The CF of this multiunit cluster was originally near

12 kHz and the CF-threshold was near 0 dB SPL. However, 2 h after SS treatment,

thresholds mainly increased in the tip of the tuning curve, but not at low frequencies

resulting in much broader frequency tuning. These preliminary results indicate that systemic

SS not only leads to sound-evoked hyperactivity in AC, but also the MGB, which provides

excitatory inputs to A1.

Lateral amygdala (LA)

The amygdala, which assigns emotional significance to sensory events (e.g., fear

conditioned learning), contains several nuclei with distinct functions. (Davis, 1992;

Fanselow and LeDoux, 1999; Maren and Quirk, 2004; McKernan and Shinnick-Gallagher,

1997; Rogan et al., 1997; Tsvetkov et al., 2002). The LA, part of the basolateral complex of

the amygdala, receives information from the auditory system and other senses, and its major

outputs project to the basolateral and centromedial nuclei of the amygdala. The amygdala,

which connects the classical auditory pathway with the limbic system, forms reciprocal

connections with the auditory thalamus and AC (Bordi and LeDoux, 1992; Budinger et al.,

2008; LeDoux, 2007; LeDoux, 2000; Romanski et al., 1993). High doses of SS, that can

induce tinnitus, increase c-fos expression in the amygdala (Wallhausser-Franke et al., 2003)

whereas low doses of SS that do not induce tinnitus fail to up regulate c-fos expression.

Based on these results, we hypothesized that high doses of SS would strongly activate the

LA. We tested this hypothesis by recording LFP I/O functions and multiunit discharge

patterns in the LA before and after SS treatment (300 mg/kg, i.p.) as recently reported (Chen

et al., 2012). Two hours after systemic SS treatment, the LFPs in the LA elicited by noise

bursts were depressed at low intensities as recently noted (Figure 9A) (Chen et al., 2012). SS
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treatment elevated LA response thresholds approximately 20 dB similar to the shifts seen in

the cochlea, MGB and AC. However, at stimulation intensities of 60 dB SPL or higher, post-

SS LFP amplitudes were almost twice as large as pre-treatment values.

Neurons in the LA respond to acoustic stimuli and are sharply tuned (Figure 9B) as we and

others have noted (Bordi et al., 1992; Chen et al., 2012). The frequency receptive field

(FRF) of the LA multiunit cluster shown in Figure 9B originally had a CF near 2 kHz, a CF-

threshold around 20 dB SPL and responded well to stimuli below 6 kHz. The FRF changed

dramatically 2 h after SS treatment; the CF shifted up from approximately 2 kHz to 12 kHz;

the high-frequency edge of the FRF expanded from roughly 6 kHz to more than 32 kHz and

the tuning curve became much broader. These results suggest that neurons in the LA receive

excitatory inputs from a broad range of frequencies (i.e., spectral integration), but the broad

excitatory response is narrowed by potent inhibitory circuits in the CNS. SS appears to

unmask these latent excitatory inputs permitting the neurons to respond to a much broader

range of frequencies similar to what we reported in the AC (Figure 6B-C) (Stolzberg et al.,

2011). The CF-shifts in LA were accompanied by large, frequency-dependent changes in

threshold. The threshold at the original CF, 2 kHz, increased from approximately 20 dB SPL

to 40 dB SPL. In contrast, a dramatic reduction in threshold occurred at the new CF, ∼12

kHz; the threshold at this frequency decreased from approximately 100 dB SPL to 20 dB

SPL. The frequency-dependent nature of these threshold shifts may be due to a combination

of factors; the SS-induced peripheral changes in sensitivity which were greater at low

frequencies than mid-frequencies (Figure 4) plus the SS-induced reduction in inhibition

mainly located at frequencies above this units original low CF, ∼2 kHz. Similar to what was

observed in the AC, SS induced a frequency-dependent shift in CF such that low CF neurons

(<10 kHz) and high CF neurons (>20 kHz) generally shifted their CFs toward the mid-

frequencies while those at the mid-frequencies maintained nearly the same CF. The CF-

shifts in the amygdala are illustrated in Figure 9C which plots the CF and CF-threshold of

each neuron before SS and the new CF and CF-threshold 2 h post-SS. Of the 8 multiunit

clusters evaluated, 4 low-frequency multi-unit clusters and 2 high-frequency multi-unit

clusters shifted their CFs to become sensitive to mid-frequencies. The CF-shifts were

minimal among units originally tuned to the mid-frequencies. The CF shifts in the LA,

which resemble those seen in the AC (Figure 6), result in an overrepresentation of mid-

frequency neurons that reside in a frequency range that corresponds to the tinnitus pitch

measured in behavioral studies (Brennan et al., 1991; Kizawa et al., 2010; Yang et al.,

2007).

Round Window Application of SS

The neural hyperactivity seen in the AC, MGB and LA after systemic drug treatment reflects

the combined effects that SS exerts on the cochlea and CNS. To determine if the

hyperactivity observed in the AC originated in the cochlea or CNS, we applied SS to the

round window membrane and evaluated its effects on the CAP and AC LFP in the same

animal as described previously (Sun et al., 2009). SS-solution (∼50 μl, 25 mg/ml) was

delivered to the round window through a fine plastic tubing (∼ 100 μm in diameter). The

solution was allowed to sit on the round window for 5-10 minutes then was removed by

absorbent paper before recording the CAP. The round window administration of SS reduced
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the amplitude of both CAP (Figure 10A) and AC LFP (Figure 10B) by approximately 50%

and elevated the threshold of the CAP and AC by roughly 25 dB. These results together with

those presented above (Figure 4A-C) and by others indicate that SS, whether given locally

or systemically, reduces the neural output of the cochlea at suprathreshold intensities

(Fitzgerald et al., 1993). In contrast, if SS is given systemically, it reduces the neural output

of the cochlea, but paradoxically increases the neural activity in the AC, MGB and LA at

suprathreshold intensities. Moreover, in previous studies we found that systemic SS (250

mg/kg, i.p.) treatment had little effect on the mean (±SEM) amplitude of the LFP recorded

from the inferior colliculus (IC) (Figure 10C) (Sun et al., 2009). One interpretation of these

results is that the reduced neural output of the cochlea is already partially amplified by the

time it reaches the IC. Further amplification occurs as the neural signal propagates from the

IC to the AC (Sun et al., 2009) and within AC itself (Stolzberg et al, 2012). Taken together,

these results indicate the systemic SS application increases the gain of the central auditory

pathway to compensate for a reduced cochlear response (Lu et al., 2011).

SS Applied to AC Leads to Hyperactivity

The preceding results suggest that the sound-evoked hyperactivity observed in the AC,

MGB and LA following systemic treatment results from the direct effects of SS on the CNS.

To test this hypothesis, we recorded the LFP from the AC before and after applying a 100 μl

of SS (2 mM) directly on the AC as recently reported (Lu et al., 2011). The amplitude of the

AC LFP increased substantially after local SS treatment (Figure 11A). However, the

threshold of the LFP was unaffected (Figure 11B) as reported in our recent publication

(Chen et al., 2012). These results suggest that the threshold elevation associated with

systemic SS treatment originates in the cochlea whereas the suprathreshold hyperactivity

arises in the CNS.

Infusion of SS into LA Induces AC Hyperactivity

Since neurons in the amygdala project to the AC (Bordi et al., 1992; Budinger et al., 2008;

Romanski et al., 1993), the SS-induced changes observed in the LA are likely to influence

activity in the AC. To test this hypothesis, recordings were obtained from the AC before and

after infusing SS (2.8 mM, 20 μl) into the ipsilateral LA as recently noted (Chen et al.,

2012). Two hours after infusing SS into the LA, the amplitude of the AC LFP was greatly

enhanced to noise bursts presented at suprathreshold intensities, but the response threshold

was not shifted as illustrated in Figure 12A. These results clearly demonstrate that SS has a

direct effect on the LA and that the LA in turn can enhance sound-evoked activity in the AC.

To determine if infusion of SS into the LA would alter AC tuning, we recorded from 16

multiunit clusters in the AC pre- and post-treatment as recently reported (Chen et al., 2012).

While all of the multiunit clusters showed an increase in firing rate at suprathreshold

intensities, only 3 of 16 multiunit clusters in AC showed a significant FRF expansion

(Figure 12D). Figure 12B shows FRF of one of the unit with a CF near 3.5 kHz. After

perfusion of SS into the LA (20 μl, 2.8 mM), the suprathreshold AC responses were

typically enhanced (compare height of PSTHs in Figure 12C to those in Figure 12B) and the

FRF expanded towards the high frequencies (compare red dashed line to blue dashed line in

Figure 12C). In this case, the high-frequency edge of the FRF expanded from 5.3 kHz to
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12.1 kHz, while the low-frequency edge remained unchanged. These results suggest that the

SS-induced CF shifts seen in the AC during systemic SS treatment (Figure 6B-C) may be

partially mediated by the LA. Since only one dose of SS was applied to the LA in this study,

it is not clear if higher doses of the drug would increase the magnitude or likelihood of

inducing retuning of AC neurons.

Discussion

Salicylate Ototoxicity

High-dose SS is a reliable inducer of hearing loss and tinnitus, but the mechanisms that

underlie the chronic and acute effects of the drug are not fully understood. In the cochlea,

high-dose SS reduces OHC electromotility (Kakehata et al., 1996; Tunstall et al., 1995) by

displacing chloride from its anion-binding site on prestin thereby interfering with OHC

electromotility (Oliver et al., 2001; Santos-Sacchi et al., 2006) and reducing cochlear

amplification and DPOAE. The OHC functional loss following a single high dose of SS

recovers after 1-2 days; however, repeated SS treatments can induce long lasting increases

in DPOAE amplitude and OHC electromotility due to prestin up-regulation (Huang et al.,

2005; Yang et al., 2009; Yu et al., 2008). Although high dose SS has been reported to cause

hair cell damage (Feng et al., 2010), we and others have not observed hair cell degeneration

in vitro or in vivo (Chen et al., 2010; Huang et al., 2005; Wei et al., 2010; Yu et al., 2008;

Zheng et al., 1996). On the other hand, prolonged, high-dose SS treatment can permanently

reduce the neural output of the cochlea (i.e., CAP) by either inducing apoptosis in SGN or

impairing neural function (Chen et al., 2010; Feng et al., 2011; Wei et al., 2010).

Our results show that both the temporary and permanent changes in DPOAE and CAP are

frequency-dependent with the greatest loss at low and high frequencies and the least in the

mid-frequencies. The mechanisms that lead to this frequency-dependent change are

currently unknown, but the functional implications of this may play an important role in the

tonotopic remodeling observed in the AC and LA following systemic SS treatment as

discussed below (Chen et al., 2012; Stolzberg et al., 2011).

Both systemic administration of SS and direct application of SS on to the AC induced

hyperactivity in the AC. A major difference between the two modes of drug delivery is that

the former induced a large, frequency dependent threshold shift whereas the latter did not

induce a threshold shift when applied to the AC or LA, but did induce hyperactivity in the

AC. One interpretation of these results is that the hearing loss induced by systemic SS

treatment is cochlear in origin whereas the sound evoked hyperactivity observed in the AC,

MGB and LA originates in the CNS.

Cortical Retuning

Systemic SS treatment induced large CF shifts in the AC and LA resulting in tonotopic

shifts of low and high CF multiunit clusters into the mid-frequency region that has been

linked to the pitch of SS induced tinnitus (Brennan et al., 1991; Chen et al., 2012; Stolzberg

et al., 2011; Yang et al., 2007). The increased numbers of neurons, some originally tuned to

the mid-frequencies and others re-tuned to the mid-frequencies (10-20 kHz), would result in
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an increase in the total number of spontaneous discharges associated with the mid-

frequencies possibly leading to a phantom sound sensation as we previously hypothesized

(Chen et al., 2012). The mechanisms responsible for these large CF shifts are not fully

understood, but are likely to involve at least two factors. One factor is the frequency

dependent loss in cochlear sensitivity that was greatest at low and high frequencies (“-”

inside arrows indicates decreased output, length of arrow indicates degree of loss) and least

in the mid-frequencies. In addition to reducing the overall output of the cochlea, SS changed

the tonotopic profile of excitation resulting in relatively stronger excitation at the mid-

frequencies than at lower and higher frequencies as schematized in Figure 13 (compare

normal profile in top row to profile in arrow 1 below). Importantly, when SS was applied to

the round window, it reduced the neural output of the cochlea and reduced the sound-driven

response in AC. In contrast, local application of SS to the AC primarily increased activity in

the AC without elevating threshold. These results indicate that SS can directly increase the

gain of the central auditory system (Figure 13, arrow 3; “X” inside of arrows indicate

increased gain) thereby amplifying the frequency-dependent losses emanating from the SS-

impaired cochlea which in turn leads to alterations in AC tonotopy.

A more detailed CSD analysis of the current sources and sinks revealed that the

supragranular layers of the AC, which receives parallel fibers from adjacent regions of A1,

was depolarized earlier and more robustly in response to sound stimulation after systemic SS

treatment (Stolzberg et al., 2012). The supragranular layer receives horizontal fibers that,

under the appropriate conditions, allow for long-range spectral integration of acoustic

energy (Happel et al., 2010; Moeller et al., 2010; Wang et al., 2002). Our results suggest that

SS directly disinhibits intracortical circuits, which results in an enhanced intracortical

excitation delivering unusually strong and broad excitatory signals along the tonotopy of

A1resulting in broadly tuned frequency receptive fields. The migration of CFs to the mid-

frequencies is likely a consequence of the frequency-dependent losses in the cochlea that are

greatest at low and high frequencies and least at mid-frequencies paired with the cortical

disinhibition.

Amygdala

Although the amygdala lies outside the classical auditory pathway, it has reciprocal

connections with AC and MGB (Bordi et al., 1992; Budinger et al., 2008; Romanski et al.,

1993). Because the amygdala can assign emotional significance to sensory stimuli, regulate

attention and influence memory, it has the potential to modulate sound-evoked activity

within the auditory pathway (LeDoux, 2007; LeDoux, 2000; McGaugh et al., 1996).

Immunolabeling studies have revealed strong c-fos expression in the amygdala as well as the

AC after a high dose of SS (Wallhausser-Franke et al., 2003). We found that high doses of

systemic SS increased the amplitude of sound evoked activity in both the LA and AC. The

AC amplitude enhancement could result from an increase in spike rate, enhanced neural

synchrony or the combination of both effects. Indeed, a large decrease in the latency to the

peak sSk response in the CSD was observed after salicylate treatment and the width of the

peaks in the sSk and gSk waveform became narrower (Stolzberg et al., 2012). These results

imply that the LA by the mechanisms discussed above plays an important role in enhancing

sound evoked activity in the AC as schematized in Figure 13 (arrows 2-3). In addition,
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infusion of SS into the LA also increased sound evoked activity in the AC and sometimes

resulted in the expansion of FRF of neurons in the AC whereas direct application of SS on

the AC did not induce such large FRF expansion. These results suggest that the SS-induced

CF shift of the AC may be partially mediated by the direct effects of SS on the LA.

Startle Reflex and CNS Hyperactivity

Although SS elevated CAP thresholds and reduced the neural output of the cochlea, sound-

evoked activity in the AC, MGB, and LA was paradoxically increased at suprathreshold

stimulation intensities. We have suggested that the SS-induced hyperactivity in the AC

might be related to the enhancement of the acoustic startle reflex due to a decrease in

GABAergic inhibition (Lu et al., 2011; Sun et al., 2009). SS has been shown to alter

GABAergic inhibition in the IC, AC and hippocampus (Bauer et al., 2000; Gong et al.,

2008; Wang et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2008). Since neural activity in these regions can

modulate the acoustic startle reflex response (Bowen et al., 2003; Caine et al., 1992;

Campeau and Davis, 1995) it is conceivable that the SS-induced hyperactivity in these

regions contributes to the enhancement of the acoustic startle response. One way to test this

hypothesis would be to infuse SS into the LA and/or AC and determine if this leads to an

increase in the acoustic startle reflex.

Synopsis

The effects of high doses of SS have generally been thought to be transient in nature, mostly

confined to the cochlea, and frequency-independent. However, high doses of SS selectively

damage spiral ganglion neurons, but not the hair cells. Moreover, prolonged treatment with

high-doses of SS permanently reduced the CAP from the auditory nerve, but not DPOAE

that arise from OHC. SS can penetrate the blood brain barrier and directly affect neural

activity at sites within the central auditory pathway as well as regions outside the classical

auditory pathway such as the LA. The interaction between SS-induced peripheral deficits

and SS-induced central hyperactivity may contribute to the tonotopic reorganization in the

AC and the amygdala which in turn may give rise to a phantom sound sensation in quiet.

Previous immunolabeling studies and the results presented here suggest that the functional

consequences of high dose salicylate may be more profound, diverse and widespread than

previously believed (Wallhausser-Franke et al., 1996; Wallhausser-Franke et al., 2003).

While the present series of studies provides new insights on potential mechanisms of SS-

induced tinnitus and hyperacusis, the fact that SS can exert direct effects on the CNS

suggests that the mechanisms that give rise to SS-induced tinnitus are likely to be different

from those that give rise to tinnitus induced by noise exposure or age-related hearing loss.
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Abbreviations

AC auditory cortex

CAP compound action potential

CF characteristic frequency

CNS central nervous system

CSD current source density

DPOAE distortion product otoacoustic emission

gSk granular sink

IC inferior colliculus

IHC inner hair cell

I/O input/output

LA lateral amygdala

LFP local field potential

MGB medial geniculate body

OHC outer hair cell

SGN spiral ganglion neuron

SIPAC schedule induced polydipsia and shock avoidance conditioning

SNHL sensorineural hearing loss

SS sodium salicylate

sSk supragranular sink
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Highlights

Salicylate suppresses cochlear function selectively with less effect at mid-frequency

Salicylate enhances neural activity in auditory thalamus, cortex, and amygdala

Systemic salicylate application results in frequency map reorganization in the brain

More neurons turn to represent tinnitus frequency after systemic salicylate injection
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Figure 1.
(A) Typical behavior of a rat trained on the SIPAC paradigm. Lick counts during Quiet

intervals and Sound intervals were obtained during each day of baseline testing, treatment

with saline, treatment with 350 mg/kg/d SS and the washout period. (B) SS dose-response

function obtained with SIPAC paradigm. Mean lick counts (±SEM, n=5) measured during

Quiet intervals (gray) and Sound intervals (blue). During baseline and saline sessions, lick

counts were high during Quiet intervals and low during sound interval; licking behavior

remained largely unchanged after treatment with 50 mg/kg SS. Lick counts in Quiet

systematically declined as SS dose increased from 100 to 350 mg/kg/d; lick count at 150

mg/kg/d and 350 mg/kg/d significantly less (p<0.05) than baseline, behavior consistent with

tinnitus. Lick counts during Sound intervals were unaffected by SS dose. (C) Typical startle

response of a rat to a 50-ms broadband noise presented at 115 dB SPL. Voltage-time output

from piezo transducer following startle stimulus. (D) Mean startle amplitude (±SEM, n=12)

plotted as a function of startle stimulation level pre-salicylate and 1 h after treatment with

250 mg/kg of salicylate.
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Figure 2.
Mean (±SEM, n=5) DPOAE amplitudes plotted as a function of L1 intensity pre-salicylate

and 2 h post-salicylate (300 mg/kg). F2/F1 =1.2, L1 = +10 dB re L2, F1, F2, 2F1-F2 indicated

in each panel. DPOAE amplitudes decreased significantly (dark blue arrows) at all

frequencies following salicylate treatment except at 2F1-F2 = 16 kHz. Dashed line shows

noise floor at frequencies surrounding 2F1-F2.
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Figure 3.
Mean change (±SEM) in DPOAE amplitude after repeated salicylate injections. Sprague-

Dawley rats (n=8) were injected with 300 mg/kg/d of salicylate for 4 days in period 1 and

for 4 days in period 2. During period 1 and period 2, DPOAE were measured on each day of

injection (open squares) and again after 2 days of rest (red filled triangles) and finally 70 day

later. DPOAE measured at 3 frequencies (F2 = 8, 12, and 16 kHz) and at L1 = 60 dB SPL).

Measurement made 2 h after each injection period (squares), 24 h after each rebound/rest

period (red triangle) and at 70 days (dark red circle). Note decline in DPOAE amplitude

during daily salicylate treatment and rebound in DPOAE amplitude after 2-day rest intervals

and at 70 days.
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Figure 4.
(A-C) Mean (±SEM, n=5) CAP input/output function obtained pre- and 2 h post-SS (300

mg/kg) at 8, 16 and 40 kHz. Dashed line represents a linear relationship between log CAP

amplitude and stimulus level in dB SPL. Post-SS CAP input/output functions shifted

approximately 30 dB to the right at low intensities at 8 and 40 kHz and about 20 dB to the

right at 16 kHz. Post-SS input/output functions linear or nearly linear at 40 and 8 kHz

respectively; 16 kHz input/output function retains its nonlinearity. Residual nonlinear

amplification shown by the horizontal blue arrows; cochlear amplification retained at 16

kHz, but lost or greatly reduced at 40 and 8 kHz respectively. (D-E) The permanent effects

of repeated salicylate treatments (200 mg/kg/day, 5 days/week for 3 weeks) on mean

(±SEM, n=6) CAP amplitude. Note parallel shift to the right of CAP-I/O function (D) and a

frequency-dependent CAP amplitude reduction at 70 dB SPL (E) with less impairment in the

middle frequency region.
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Fig. 5.
Cochlear organotypic cultures from postnatal day 3 rats labeled with Alexa-488 conjugated

phalloidin to identify F-actin that is heavily expressed in the stereocilia and cuticular plate of

outer hair cells (OHC) and inner hair cells (IHC). Nerve fibers (NF) and spiral ganglion

neurons (SGN) labeled with a monoclonal antibody against class III –tubulin and Cy3-

conjugated secondary antibody (red). (A-D) Control culture and cultures treated with

escalating doses of SS for 48 h. Note loss of NF as SS dose increases; arrowhead points to

NF. (E-H) Photomicrographs show SGN and NF from postnatal day 3 cochlear cultures.

Note large round SGN and nerve fibers (NF) emanating from the soma of control cultures.

Treatment with escalating doses of SS for 48 h results in loss of NF and shrinkage of SGN.

(From Wei et al., 2010 with permission).
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Figure 6.
(A) Mean (±SEM, n=16) AC LFP I/O functions measured with noise bursts pre- and 2 h

post treatment with SS (300 mg/kg, i.p.). SS induced a threshold shift of approximately 20

dB (blue arrow), but increased LFP amplitudes at high levels (red arrow). (A) FRF of AC

neurons measured pre-SS (color coded, dashed lines) and (B) 2 h post-SS (color-code in

panel C same as in panel B; but dashed lines converted to solid lines).
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Figure 7.
Effects of SS on sound processing in the microcircuitry of A1. Left panels: Heat maps

showing mean sound-evoked current source density (CSD) responses with amplitude

(mV/mm2) of current sink indicated in red and amplitude of current source indicated in blue.

Location of CSD sinks and sources relative to cortical surface indicated on ordinate;

approximate depth of cortical layers 1-6 shown adjacent to ordinate. Change in CSD sources

and sinks plotted as a function of time (abscissa) after onset of noise burst (25 ms). CSD

heat maps are shown for the same rat before (A) and following (B) systemic 250 mg/kg of

SS (i.p.). Note increase in gSk and even greater increase in sSk after salicylate treatment

(panel B vs. A). Black bars above maps indicate 25 ms broadband noise burst at 90 dB SPL.

Right panels: Highly simplified schematics of activation patterns in response to sound.

Normally, strong thalamic drive is initially received by granular layers) from the ventral

portion of the medial geniculate body (vMGB), followed by recurrent inhibition (red arrow)

and activation of local and long range excitatory intracortical projections (green arrows)

which play a role in spectral integration. Following a high systemic dose of SS, thalamic

activation of the granular layer (gSk) is enhanced (indicated by increased thickness of

vertical arrow in panel B), but reduced recurrent inhibition by SS treatment results in

abnormally large activation of excitatory intracortical projections (sSk, indicated by extra
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large increase in thickness of horizontal arrows in panel B). Increased activation of these

intracortical fibers manifests as broadened multiunit frequency receptive fields.
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Figure 8.
Effects of SS (300 mg/kg, i.p.) on MGB. (A) Mean (±SEM, n=5) LFP input/output function

to noise bursts recorded pre- and 2 h post-SS. LFP threshold increased approximately 20 dB

after SS treatment. LFP amplitude was below normal at stimulation level below 70 dB SPL

(blue arrow), but was approximately 30% greater than normal at 100 dB SPL (red arrow).

(B) Discharge rate vs. frequency plots recorded at 60 dB SPL from a representative

multiunit cluster pre- and 2 h post-SS. Note increase in firing rate Post-SS (red, up arrows).

(C) Tuning curve showing threshold vs. frequency pre- and 2 h post-SS. The tuning curve is

broader post-SS due to selective threshold elevation around the original characteristic

frequency (CF) near 12 kHz.
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Figure 9.
Effects of SS (300 mg/kg, i.p.) on the lateral amygdala (LA). (A) Mean (±SEM, n=19) LFP

input/output functions elicited with noise bursts pre- and 2 h post-SS. Salicylate induced a

20 dB threshold shift and decreased the amplitude at low intensities (blue, down arrow).

Post-SS amplitudes were much higher than normal at stimulation intensities of 60 dB SPL or

higher (red, up arrow). (B) Tuning curve (threshold vs. frequency plot) of a representative

LA multiunit cluster. Original CF threshold was 20 dB near 2 kHz. CF shifted to

approximately 12 kHz 2 h post-SS, CF threshold remained at 20 dB SPL, but the tuning

curve was much broader. (C) CFs of 8 multiunit clusters in the LA before (black circles) and

2 h post-SS (red triangles). Most low-CF and high-CF neurons up-shift or down-shift

(arrows) their CFs to the mid-frequencies where the tinnitus pitch was detected in our

previous behavioral studies (Yang et al., 2007). CFs of mid-frequency neurons largely

unchanged.
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Figure 10.
Effect of SS application (∼50 μl, 25 mg/ml) to the cochlear round window membrane on the

mean (±SEM) CAP (A) and AC LFP (B) input/output functions. The cochlear application of

SS elevated threshold approximately 20 dB and reduced the amplitude of the CAP and AC

LFP at all intensity levels. (C) Mean (±SEM, n=4) LFP input/output function from IC pre-

and 1 h post systemic SS treatment (i.p. 250 mg/kg).
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Figure 11.
(A) LFP recorded from AC in response to a 200 ms tone burst (bar on the top) presented at

90 dB SPL. The LFP was recorded pre (top) and approximately 1 minute after applying SS

(100 μl, 2 mM) on the AC (bottom). The LFP amplitude increased roughly two-fold after SS

treatment. (B) Mean LFP amplitudes after applying SS on the AC (20 μL, 2.8 mM). Note

increase of LFP amplitude without a threshold shift.
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Figure 12.
Infusion of SS (20 μl, 2.8 mM) into LA while recording from AC pre- and post-treatment.

(A) Mean (±SEM, n=18) AC LFP input/output function to noise bursts obtained pre- and 2 h

post-SS. Note large increase in LFP amplitude without threshold shift. (B-C) Matrix of

peristimulus time histograms (PSTHs) obtained with tone bursts presented at 10 different

frequencies (x-axis) at 6 intensities ranging from 0 to 100 dB SPL (y-axis). PSTH in each

square shows the firing rate as a function of time (5 ms bin width, 500 ms total duration) to

the 50 ms tone burst. Dashed blue line in panel B outlines FRF of the AC multiunit cluster

prior to SS treatment; dashed red line in panel C outlines FRF of the multiunit cluster 2 h

after infusing SS into the LA (blue dashed line from panel B also shown in panel C). Red

horizontal arrow in panel C shows expansion of FRF towards the high frequencies. (D)

Mean (±SEM) tuning curve of 3 (out of 16) multiunit clusters showing expansion of

response area of low-frequency neurons towards the middle frequencies after SS infusion;

response area shift towards the tinnitus pitch.
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Figure 13.
Schematic illustrating the effects of SS and the cochlea and CNS. (1) SS-induced a

frequency-dependent reduction in cochlear output with greater loss at low and high

frequencies compared to the mid-frequencies. Compare normal profile in top row to profile

in arrow 1; note frequency dependent loss; “-” inside arrows indicates decreased output,

length of the arrow indicates degree of loss). (2) SS-induced increase in central gain

resulting in part from a loss of inhibition within the AC and MGB. In addition, the LA acts

to further amplify (arrow 2) the frequency-dependent changes in the cochlear output and (3)

the enhancement in AC activity and CF shifts that focuses AC tonotopy to the mid-

frequencies. The increased number of mid-frequency neurons leads to an increase in the

total number of spontaneous discharges associated with the mid-frequencies; this over-

representation may lead to a mid-frequency, phantom sound sensation. X's within arrow

indicate amplification of incoming neural signals from the MGB and LA. The frequency-

dependent changes in the cochlea amplified by the LA and AC results in an enhanced mid-

frequency response and altered AC tonotopy (arrow 3).
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